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Sue Colvin explains a new model for managing a diverse range 
of stakeholder relationships.
In March 2006 Manchester Camerata’s partnership with the Royal Northern College of Music (RNCM) was selected
as one of only seven exemplars to take part in phase three of Mission, Models, Money (MMM), an independent
action research programme for the arts and cultural sector. Over the next 12 months, the process of developing
Manchester Camerata’s strategic alliance with the RNCM was evaluated and the results generated a case study to
be used as a role model for the wider arts sector.  

O
ne of the key challenges
that Manchester Camerata
faced throughout the
project was effectively

communicating, to a variety of
different stakeholders, the complex
messages of a partnership that was
essentially breaking new ground in
the arts sector as the only one of its
kind in Europe.

In a dedicated MMM session with
Accenture’s Simon England,

Camerata performed a thorough
analysis of each of their stakeholders.
Recognising that a key driver in the
success of the project was the quality
and strength of relationships
between stakeholders and different
parts of the organisation, the
Camerata management team
created an action plan to increase
the level of commitment of their
stakeholders using the MMM
Stakeholder Engagement Pack.

Stage one – identifying
stakeholder groups
Stage one identifies all those groups
that have a stake in the success or
failure of the project and determines
the level of influence each
stakeholder group has on the
project. In the orchestra’s case this
included not only major funders, but
also musicians, the board of
directors, venues, promoters the
orchestra currently worked with,
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All on board?

continued ...
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Manchester Camerata   e scolvin@manchestercamerata.com

For more information about the Manchester Camerata’s participation in MMM visit
www.missionmodelsmoney.org.uk

existing sponsors and supporters,
and concert-goers. The board was
considered to have a high level of
influence, while the audience’s
influence was marked low.

Stage two – determining
commitment levels
Stage two is an analysis of the
varying levels of commitment each
stakeholder group has to the
project using a commitment curve.
The curve starts at ‘unaware’,
through to ‘awareness’,
‘understanding’, ‘buy-in’ and finally
‘commitment’. The aim is to
allocate each group a target level of
commitment. See below for the
commitment curve. In Camerata’s
case, this meant moving a group up
one level, e.g. moving audiences
from awareness to understanding.
For certain groups, like the
influential musicians group, the
target was to move them up two
levels from awareness to buy-in.

Stage three – assessing
concerns and risks
Stage three involves collating
insights from each stakeholder
group with any key concerns they
have about the project, through
one-to-one meetings, informal
group discussions and via the
‘grapevine’. The aim is to identify
the risks if these concerns are not
addressed.

Stage four – defining the
change role of each stakeholder
The fourth stage in the stakeholder
analysis is to determine the role of
each stakeholder group in bringing
about change. The five groups are:
Partners: support the project in
several ways, e.g. partners in joint
ventures
Sponsors: legitimise a change
initiative through their show of
support
Advocates: have a stake in the
outcome, will support project

Change agents: play key roles in
setting up operations for the
project
Targets: individuals or groups
affected by the project.

In Camerata’s case most groups
were allocated the role of either
Sponsor or Advocate, with the
board being identified as Change
Agents and the audience as Targets.

The end result is a stakeholder
map which highlights areas of both
strength and weakness and allows
the team to focus on their
stakeholders – the quality, strength
and effectiveness of
communication channels between
the groups and how to develop
them. Methods of communication
include establishing regular e-mail
updates, one-to-one meetings,
presentations to larger groups,
feature articles in both printed and
e-newsletters and more informal
conversations when appropriate.

Manchester Camerata completed
a successful move to the RNCM in
June 2007, with the support of all its
stakeholder groups. The life of the
stakeholder map, however, lives on.
It proved so useful as a way of
monitoring contact on an ongoing
basis that it was incorporated into
the organisation’s new three-year
business plan, which is reviewed on 
a regular basis to ensure that the
Camerata is continuing to effectively
engage with its stakeholders and
address their concerns.

The commitment curve

Degree of support
for the project

AWARENESS
UNDERSTANDING

BUY-IN

COMMITMENT

confusionunaware
negative
perception

involvement
aborted

decision not
to get involved
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MISSION MODELS MONEY (MMM) GEARS UP FOR
FOURTH PHASE
Seven programme strands aimed at responding to the overarching conclusions made
in ‘Towards a healthy arts and cultural ecology’ (see www.missionmodelsmoney.org.uk)
and answering the question ‘How can we develop a healthier arts and cultural
ecology?’ are ready for delivery:

1 New insights and practical
approaches to help grow more
high-impact organisations. Those
that serve artists more effectively,
elevate artistic achievement, and
bolster organisational capacity to
respond to shifting external realities.

2 A body of theory and practice
about new creative
organisational forms and the
21st-century competencies they
both develop and require.

3 New ways of working that free up
capacity, enable cost savings and

improve delivery and experience 
of great art.

4 Expanding the financial toolbox 
to diversify income streams and
develop financial models.

5 More synchronised funding
communities which prioritise
the health of the whole ecology
and maximise the value and
contribution of all funding groups.

6 Building confidence and
competence through new
models of capacity building
which enable swifter evolution of

technology use by larger groups
and effective peer-to-peer
knowledge transfer.

7 Harnessing and influencing the
power and networks of lead
industry bodies and unions.

If you would like to know more 
about MMM: Designing for
Transition, contact Clare Cooper 
at clare.cooper@deft.org.uk
If you would like to read more
about the work of MMM so far, visit
www.missionmodelsmoney.org.uk
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